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By Mr. Fortes of Boston, petition of Robert L. Fortes for
legislation to create a community stabilization and home improvement program and providing for the establishment of a housing
rehabilitation agency and review board to administer said program.
Urban Affairs.
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and
An

Act to

create

IMPOVEMENT

a

community

Seventy-Six

stabilization

and

home

REVITALIZATION

PROGAM AND TO ESTABLISH A
MASSACHUSETTS HOUSING REHABILITATION AGENCY AND REVIEW
BOARD TO ADMINISTER SAID PROGRAM.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as

follows:
1
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The General Laws are hereby amended by adding after Chapter
26, the following chapter;
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 26.
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THE MASSACHUSETTS HOUSING REHABILITATION
AND MORTGAGE REVIEW BOARD.
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Section 1. Definitions.
“Aomiicitinn loan” ie
“Acquisition
loan” is a loan made by a borrower for the
purpose of acquiring a dwelling house to be occupied in whole or
in part by the borrower and in which rehabilitation work is to be
done.
“Dwelling structure” is a building which, except for the street
floor, is used only for residential purposes or is used only for
residential purposes on all floors.
“Insured lender” means a national bank, trust company,
savings bank, cooperative bank, credit union, savings and loan
association, insurance company, or pension fund which makes a
loan which is insured under this act.
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f
“MHRA” means the Massachusetts Housing Rehabilitation
Agency, created under section 3 of this act.
“Mortgage assistance” means mortgage insurance and
technical assistance as provided in this act.
“Neighborhood preservation program” means a municipal
program which includes the designation of geographic areas to
which mortgage assistance is to be made available, the program
for building and housing code enforcement, and the program for
|V>
municipal capital improvements and city services more particularly described in section 5 (d) of this act.
“Qualifying Area” means an area qualified by MHRA as one in
which the MHRA will insure loans under this act.
“Preservation loan” is a loan made for the purpose of doing
rehabilitation work as defined below.
“Refinancing loan” means a loan made by a borrower for the
purpose of re-financing an existing mortgage loan for the purpose
of doing rehabilitation work.
“Rehabilitation work” means repairs on a dwelling structure
primarily intended to cure any condition which violates the state
sanitary code and the applicable building or housing codes, but
shall not exclude painting or other repairs and replacements
connected with that primary intent.
“Technical assistance” means assistance rendered to a borrower
including, but not limited to, analyzing the extent of rehabilitation work which needs to be done, obtaining cost estimates,
recommending sources of labor, materials, and equipment to do
the rehabilitation work and inspecting work which has been done.
Section 2. Declaration of Public Necessity. It is hereby
declared that as a result of public actions involving highways,
urban renewal programs and public facilities, and as a result of
the spread of sub-standard housing conditions and blight into
formerly sound neighborhoods, there now exist in many cities
and towns in the commonwealth fundamentally sound housing
structures which do not, however, meet minimum requirements
of the State Sanitary Code, or otherwise require essential
maintenance, and the existence of which tends to accelerate the
process of decay and blight in the neighborhoods in which such
structures are located.
It is hereby found and declared that the repair and restoration
of such structures would tend to stabilize the physical and social
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58

environment of the neighborhoods in which such structures are
located, thus preserving the economic base of the communities of
60 which such neighborhoods are a part, and preventing the spread
61 of blighting conditions which would result in higher costs of
62 municipal services, such as police and fire protection, unsafe
63 conditions, hazards to health, disease, crime and retardation of
64 education. This public exigency emergency and distress has not
65 been met in any way by private agencies. Private lending sources,
#6 without the assistance contemplated in this act, cannot supply
67 loan funds at rates of interest low enough and for repayment
68 periods long enough to make it practical for persons owning
69 housing stock which requires rehabilitation, who are primarily
70 persons of low and moderate income, to borrow funds required
71 for necessary rehabilitation work. It is imperative, therefore, that
72
means be available to encourage the making of loans to owners of
73 housing requiring rehabilitation in neighborhoods where such
74 rehabilitation can forestall a decline into generally blighted
75
conditions and to provide means to furnish technical assistance to
76
such owners in the prudent application of loan funds secured by
59

them.
Section 3. Massachusetts

Housing Rehabilitation Agency
There is hereby created and placed in the department of
80 banking a body politic and corporate to be known as the
81 Massachusetts Housing Rehabilitation Agency, which shall not
87
be subject to the supervision or control of the department of
83 banking or of any department, commission, board, bureau or
84 agency of the commonwealth except to the extent and in the
85 manner provided in this act. The MHRA is hereby constituted a
86 public instrumentality and the exercise by the MHRA of the
87 powers conferred by this act shall be deemed and held to be the
88 performance of an essential governmental function.
89
The MHRA shall consist of the commissioner of the
department of banking or his/her designated representative the
91 commissioner of community development or his/her designated
92 representative ex officiis, and seven persons to be appointed by
93 the governor, of whom three shall be experienced in mortgage
94 banking, three shall be representative of consumer or homeQS
owners’ advocacy groups, and one shall be experienced in
96
municipal government or city planning. Each appointive member
97
shall be appointed for a term of seven years, except that in
78

79
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making his initial appointments, the governor shall appoint three £
members to serve for terms of three, five and six years,
respectively, as he may designate. Any person appointed to fill a
vacancy shall serve only for the unexpired term. Any member
shall be eligible for reappointment.
The governor shall designate one of the members of the
MHRA as chairman, who shall serve at the pleasure of the
governor, and the MHRA shall annually elect one of its members
as vice-chairman and shall also annually elect a secretary, a
treasurer and such other officers as it may determine, none of
whom need be members of the MHRA. The secretary shall keep a
record of the proceedings of the MHRA and shall be custodian of
all books, documents, and papers filed with the M H RA and of its
minute book and seal. He shall have authority to cause to be
made copies of all minutes and other records and documents of
the MHRA and to give certificates under the seal of the MHRA
to the effect that such copies are true copies and all persons
dealing with the MHRA may rely upon such certificates. The
treasurer shall be the chief financial and accounting officer of the
MH R A and shall be in charge of its funds, books of account and
accounting records.
Five members of the MHRA shall constitute a quorum and the
affirmative vote of five members shall be necessary for any action
taken by the MHRA. No vacancy in the membership of the
MHRA shall impair the right of a quorum to exercise all the
rights and perform all the duties of the MHRA.
The members of the MHRA shall serve without compensation,
but each member shall be reimbursed for his necessary expenses
incurred in the discharge of his official duties.
Section 4. General Grant of Powers.
The MHRA is hereby authorized to;
(a) Insure first mortgage or preservation loans given for the
purpose of rehabilitating residential property in a qualifying area M
in the commonwealth upon the terms set forth in section 5, and
require that such loans contain such terms with respect to
prepayment, insurance, repairs, alterations, payment of taxes,
service charges, default reserves, delinquency charges, foreclosure
proceedings, additional and secondary liens, and other matters as
the MHRA may in its discretion prescribe.
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137
(b) Adopt by-laws for the regulation of its affairs and the
138 conduct of its business.
139
(c) Adopt an official seal.
140
(d) Sue and be sued in its own name.
141
(e) Make and execute contracts and all other instruments
142 necessary or convenient for the exercise of its powers and
143 functions.
(f) Acquire, hold and dispose of personal property for its
i45 corporate purposes.
146
(g) Enter into agreements or other transactions with any
147 federal or state agency.
148
(h) Acquire real property, or an interest therein, by purchase
149 or foreclosure, where such acquisition is necessary or appropriate
150 to protect any loan in which the agency has an interest; to sell,
151 transfer and convey any such property to a buyer and in the event
152 such sale, transfer or conveyance cannot be effected with
153 reasonable promptness or at a reasonable price, to lease such
154 property to a tenant.
155
(i) Invest any funds held in reserves or sinking funds, or any
156 funds not required for immediate disbursement, in such
157 investments as may be lawful for fiduciaries in the com158 monwealth.
159
(j) Borrow money by the making of notes and the issuance of
160 bonds and secure such bonds by the pledge of revenues,
161 mortgages and notes of others.
(k) Employ an executive director and such other agents,
162
163 employees, professional and business advisers as may from time
164 to time be necessary in its judgment and to fix their compensa165 tion. The executive director, professional advisers and business
166 advisers shall not be subject to the provision of chapter thirty-one
167 or section nine A of chapter thirty.
(1) Appear in its own behalf before boards, commissions,
T59 departments or other agencies of government, municipal, state, or
170 federal.
171
(m) Procure insurance against any loss in connection with its
172 property in such amounts, and from such insurers, as may be
173 necessary or desirable.
(n) Consent, subject to the provisions of any contract with
174
75 noteholders or bondholders, whenever it deems it necessary or
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desirable in the fulfillment of the purposes of this act, to the
modification, with respect to rate of interest, time of payment or
any installment of principal or interest, or any other terms, of any
mortgage, mortgage loan, mortgage loan commitment, contract
or agreement of any kind to which the MHRA is a party.
(o) Make and publish rules and regulations respecting the
grant of mortgage insurance under this act, the regulation of
borrowers and the delineation of qualifying areas.
(p) To participate in, and accept subsidy funds in connection
with federal or state government assisted housing programs.
(q) Do any and all things necessary or convenient to carry out
its purposes and exercise the powers expressly given and granted
in this act.
(r) Accept gifts or grants or loans of funds or property or
financial or other aid from any federal or state agency or private
fund.
Section 5. Mortgage Review Board.
There is hereby created and placed in the department of
banking but not subject to its control, the Massachusetts
Mortgage Review Board, hereinafter called the board.
The board shall consist of the commissioner of banking and the
commissioner of community development or their designated
representatives ex officiis to the MHRA pursuant to Section 3 in
this act, and five of the appointive members to the MHRA, as the
governor may designate.
The chairman of the MHRA shall be the chairman of said
board, and the board shall elect one of its members as vicechairman and shall also elect a secretary and such other officers
as it may determine, none of whom need be members of the
board. Said board shall hold meetings at least once a month and
shall keep records of those proceedings.
The board may make such rules, not inconsistent with law, as it
may deem necessary in the performance of its duties. Process
procedures shall be as simple and summary as reasonably may be.
Four members of the board shall constitute a quorum and the
affirmative vote of four members shall be necessary for actions
taken by the board. No vacancy in the membership of the board
shall impair the right of the quorum to exercise all rights
and
perform all duties of the board.
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The members of the board, except elective or appointive
officials of state, shall be reimbursed for his/her necessary
expenses incurred in the discharge of his official duties.

226
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institutions).

Section 6. General Review Authority.

The Massachusetts Mortgage Review Board is hereby
authorized to review applications of individuals for acquisition
221 loans, preservation loans, or refinancing loans which have been
in
rejected by a national bank, trust company, savings bank,
#223 cooperative bank, credit union, savings and loan association,
224 insurance company, or pension fund chartered by the com225 monwealth (collectively referred to in this section as lending
•

234
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236

The board should review such loan application to determine
whether the lending institutions rejection of said application
expresses, directly or indirectly, any limitation, specification or
discrimination as to geographic area. The following factors,
among other relevant factors which the board may define, shall
be considered in determining whether the lending institution’s
rejection of the application for a loan on real property in a certain
geographic area or areas is warranted;
(a) the creditworthiness of the individual applicant or
applicants, as determined by an examination of his or their

237

financial assets and liabilities and
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(b) the physical condition of the individual property on which
the loan is to be made
(c) the determination as to whether the housing accomodations after rehabilitation, will not contain any substantial
violation of housing, building, or sanitary codes
(d) the conformance of the housing accomodation withqhe
Massachusetts Housing Code standards
The board upon concluding that the lending institutions
rejection was unwarranted and that the request by the borrower
for financial assistance meets the criteria of economic feasibility,
shall have authority to assign such qualified loan application to
any lending institution in an equitable matter on a fair plan and
such lending institutions shall make such loan. The lending
institution to which such assignment is made need not be located
in the municipality in which the premises mortgaged or to be
mortgaged pursuant to such assigned loan are located.
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in the event of the board’s concluding that the lending
institution’s rejection was based solely on reasons of economic
feasibility and not on the real property’s location in a certain
geographic area or areas, any applicant or applicants for such
financial assistance may request the reasons for such conclusion
to be made by the board in writing at the time of such proceeding.
Section 7. Qualifying neighborhood stabilization areas.
The agency is hereby authorized to operate a program of
mortgage assistance pursuant to this act in any City or Town
which submits a satisfactory affirmative neighborhood preservation program. In reviewing any such program proposed by a City
or Town, the agency shall consider, before giving its approval.
whether the program contains among other provisions, the
following;
(a) the designation of a geographic area within the City or
Town in which the assistance shall be made available. The
following criteria, along with such other requirements or criteria
as the agency shall determine, shall be considered in determining
if the area shall be eligible for the assistance provided for herein;
(1) the degree of blight, decay or deterioration of housing
accommodations, or the imminent threat of such blight, decay or
deterioration within the area; (2) the degree to which conven-

tional financing or refinancing of repairs, remodeling and/or
rehabilitation of such housing accommodations is available; (3)
278 the proportion of residential structures within the area which are
279 owner occupied; and (4) the degree to which the project income
280 and the financial resources of owner-occupants, where relevant,
281 of the housing accommodations within the area provided
28 2 reasonable assurances of the economic feasibility ofthe financing
283 of the repairs, remodeling and/or rehabilitation to be insured
284

285
286
287
jgg

289
290

hereunder.
(b) the expressed commitment of the City or Town to provide
a concentrated effort to enforce the building and housing codes
within such areas;
(c) the expressed commitment of the City or Town to provide
capital improvements and other city services so as to stabilize,

improve and restore the neighborhood.
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The MHRA may extend mortgage assistance to property
292 owners of substandard dwelling structures in those areas where
293 the agency determines that a program of neighborhood
294 stabilization is inappropriate. Said agency may further the
295

provisions of this section by promulgating rules and regulations

296 from time to time.
297
The MHRA may revoke its designation of a qualifying area if it
determines that the City or Town in which the qualifying area is

J

located has failed to initiate and continue tangible activity on the

300 affirmative neighborhood preservation program approved under
301 this section.
302
Section 8. Mortgage Assistance.
303
(a) Location and Purpose. The MHRA may insure a first
304 mortgage loan or preservation loan made by a national bank,
305 trust company, savings bank, cooperative bank, credit union,
306 savings and loan association, insurance company, or pension
307 fund for the purpose of rehabilitating a dwelling structure in a
308 qualifying area and where the rehabilitation work to be done
309 will have a stabilizing effect on the housing stock in the qualifying
>3lO area. Such a loan may be for the estimated cost of the
311 rehabilitation work to be done (subject to the limits of sub312 paragraph (c) below); for the purpose of re-financing an existing
313 mortgage loan for the purpose of doing the rehabilitation work;
314 or for the purpose of acquiring a dwelling structure to be
315 occupied in whole or in part by the borrower and in which
316 rehabilitation work is to be done.
(b) Percentage of Insurance. The MHRA may insure (1) up to
317
318 100 percent of the unpaid principal amount of preservation loans,
319 (2) up to 30 percent of the original principal amount of
320 refinancing loans, provided that funds in excess of those required
321 to discharge existing mortgages are used for rehabilitation of all
dwelling units in the structure re-financed and for no other
& purpose and (3) up
to 30 percent of the original principal amount
324 of acquisition loans, provided that the insured loan together with
325 other resources of the borrower is sufficient to acquire the
326 property and to complete rehabilitation in accordance with the
327 standards of this act. When the borrower of such an insured loan
328 has re-paid to the lender 30 percent of the original principal
balance, the loan shall cease to be insured and thereafter the
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borrower shall no longer be required to make mortgage insurance
payments to MHRA.
(c) Processing loans for insurance. Insurance on a loan
qualifying for mortgage assistance under this act shall be in effect
as of the date on which the lender has made a report to the
MHRA which shall document;
(i) The estimated cost of the rehabilitation work to be done
(ii) In the case of a re-financing loan or acquisition loan, that
such loan shall not exceed 100 percent of the fair market value of
the property to be re-financed or acquired, after rehabilitation
work has been completed.
(iii) That the estimated useful life of the housing accomodations, after rehabilitation, is greater than the term of the
insurable mortgage.
(iv) That the housing accommodations, after rehabilitation,
will not contain any substantial violation of housing, building, or
sanitary

n

codes.

The MHRA may make or may notify any insured lender that it
will make its own prior determination of the facts listed above in
this subparagraph.
(d) Eligibility. A loan otherwise meeting the criteria of this act
may be insured only if made (i) with respect to a building which,
except for the street floor, is used for residential purposes, and in
which the borrower shall occupy a dwelling unit, or (ii) with
respect to a building located in a city or town which does not
regulate rents and which, except for the street floor, is used for
residential purposes, as to which the borrower does not propose
to occupy a dwelling unit but as to which the borrower is
prepared to submit himself for the duration of the insured loan to
regulations by MHRA of the rents to be charged. In setting such
rents, MHRA may allow the borrower a fair return, as prescribed
from time to time, by regulation on the borrower’s equity in the
property at the time of completion or rehabilitation work.
(e) Interest rates and maximum term of loan. The MHRA may
establish from time to time the maximum rate of interest and the
maximum term of the loan to maturity which it will permit as to
any loan it will insure.
(f) Loans lawful though not first liens. A preservation loan
insured under this act shall be a lawful loan for a trust company

(
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369

savings bank, savings and loan institution, cooperative bank, or
union, even though a second mortgage, anything contained
371 in G.L.c. 168, 170, 171 or 172 to the contrary notwithstanding
372
(g) i nsW ance Premium. The MHRA may charge an annual
373 insurance premium, not to exceed V 2 percent of the original
374 principal amount insured, until such time as the borrower of the
375 insured loan has repaid 30 percent of the original principal
376 balance of the loan. Premiums earned by MH RA shall be applied
377 to its operating expenses and any balance at the end of a fiscal
378 year shall be paid into the insurance fund created under section 7.
379
Section 9. Priority call of loans under act on lending

li

330

cre(jit

380

institutions; Assignment

of Loans.

The MHRA shall have the right to call upon each trust
381
382 company, savings bank, cooperative bank, savings and loan
383 institution, credit union chartered by the commonwealth, and any
384 other bank chartered by the commonwealth (collectively referred
385 to in this section as lending institutions) for up to two tenths of
386 one percent (.2%) of its assets for preservation loans, re-financing
387 loans or acquisition loans insured under this act. Such call shall
388 be exercised by the MHRA requiring a lending institution to
389 make such an insured loan, subject to reasonable administrative
390 discretion by the lending institution as to the economic soundness
391 of the proposed loan to finance rehabilitation work, re-financing
392 or acquisition. If a lending institution has made loans insured
393 under this act, outstanding principal amounts of which equal or
394 exceed two tenths of one percent (.2%) of such lending
395 institution’s assets, the lending institution may assign a loan
396 application qualified under this act to another lending institution
397 which has not made loans insured under this act equal to two
39g tenths of one percent (.2%) of its assets and the lending institution
399 to which the assignment has been made will make the insured
400 loan. In the alternative, a lending institution which has exceeded
401 its two tenths of one percent (.2%) quota may place a loan
402 application qualified under this act with MHRA which shall have
403 the authority to assign such qualified loan application to any
404 lending institution which has not exceeded its two tenths of one
405 percent (.2%) quota and such lending institution shall make such
406 oan - The lending institution to which such assignment is made
407 neec not he located in the municipality in which the premises
'
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mortgaged or to be mortgaged pursuant to such assigned loan are
located.
Section 10. Insurance Fund. There is hereby appropriated
the sum of five hundred thousand dollars ($500,000.00) for the
purpose of establishing an insurance fund of the MHRA to be
applied to the payment of claims by lenders who have made loans
insured by the MHRA under this act and which loans are in
default. Claims shall be made against the insurance fund in
416 accordance with procedures published by the MHRA. The
417 insurance fund shall be invested and interest earned added to the
418 fund.
419
The MHRA shall have the right to call upon every trust
420 company, savings bank, cooperative bank, credit union, savings
421 and loan association, insurance company, and national bank,
409
4'o
4! 1
412
413
414
415

422 doing business in the commonwealth (in this section collectively
423 referred to as the “banks”) from time to time contribute to the
424 insurance fund and each of the banks thereupon shall contribute
425 amounts which, in the aggregate of contributions for each bank,
426 shall not exceed two one hundredths of one percent (.02%) of its
427 assets. The MHRA shall call for contributions to the insurance
428 fund only as needed to meet its insurance obligations on loans
429 insured under this act which are in default and for the purpose of
430 maintaining a fund of cash in the insurance fund of $500,000.
431 Calls for contributions shall be made upon each of the banks in
432 an amount which bears, at the date of the call, the same
433 proportion to the aggregate amount of the call as such bank’s
434 assets bear to the total assets owned by the banks. The MHRA
435 may transfer all or part of the $500,000 initially appropriated to
436 the insurance fund under this section Bto the technical assistance
437 fund and MHRA may, in such event, call upon the banks for
438 contributions hereunder in order to bring the insurance fund to a
439 level of $500,000.
Section 11. Insuring Authority. The MHRA may put in force
440
loan
insurance not in excess of thirty times the amount contained
441
the
in
insurance fund.
442
Section
12. Working Capital Fund, (a) MHRA shall create
443
and
a general fund, herein referred to as the “Working
establish
444
Fund”,
and shall pay into such Working Capital Fund
Capital
445
monies
appropriated and made available by the com446 any
-447 monwealth for the purposes of such Working Capital Fund, and
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any other monies which may be available to the MHRA for its
general purposes trom any source or sources.
All monies held in the Working Capital Fund, including
without limitation any income or interest earned by, or increment
to such Fund, shall be used by the MHRA for its general
purposes, and to the extent authorized by MHRA, any such
monies in excess of the amount required to make and keep
MHRA self-supporting shall be made available lor the purposes
of the Insurance Fund.
(b) To provide for the organizational and administrative
overhead incident to the inception and early operations of the
MHRA, the sum of three hundred thousand dollars is hereby
appropriated from the General Fund of the commonwealth and
made available to the MHRA for the purposes of the Working
Capital Fund, which sums shall be paid to the MHRA and which

463 sum the MHRA shall repay the commonwealth in ten annual
464 installments beginning with the commencement of the sixth full
465 year after the receipt of such funds.
Section 13. The MHRA is hereby authorized to reimburse
466
467 qualified non-profit organizations incorporated under the laws of

468 the Commonwealth or qualified public agencies for technical
469 assistance which may include the following services among
470
471
472
473
474
475
476
477
478

others:
(a) consultation to a mortgage recipient as to the nature,
extent and manner of repairs, remodeling or rehabilitation

financed hereunder and consultation regarding the nature, extent
and manner of repairs required to ensure that the dwelling
structure will not contain a substantial violation of the housing or
building codes after such work is completed;
(b) Consultation regarding the laws, rules, regulations and
codes regulating the nature, extent and manner of undertaking

479 such work;
(c) consultation as to the contractors, subcontractors, in£>Bo dividuals,
or other entities to perform such work;
481
(d) consultation as to the contractors, subcontractors, in482
dividuals,
or other entities to perform such work;
483
as to the proper manner, mode and method of
(d)
consultation
484
financing
work;
such
485
(e) consultation regarding the manner, method or mode by
486
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which the mortgage recipient could undertake all or any portion
of the work themselves;
(f) consultation regarding the progress of the work, including
technical assistance regarding the quality of such work;
(g) consultation regarding debt consolidation, debt management and money management to ensure the stability and
repayment of any mortgage insured hereinunder.
The MHRA shall establish rules and regulations providing a
schedule of the amount and/or percentage of the cost of such
technical assistance which shall be reimbursable hereunder;
provided however, that the total amount to be reimbursable shall
not exceed eight percent (8%) of the total amount of a loan to
finance repair, remodeling or rehabilitation work only or eight
percent (8%) of the cost of the repair, remodeling or rehabilitation work to be undertaken in conjunction with the refinancing of
an existing mortgage or the financing of the acquisition of a
dwelling structure. The MHRA shall further provide by rules or
regulations that the percentage of the cost of technical assistance
reimbursed by the MHRA shall be fixed according to the ability
of the recipient to pay for such assistance without reimbursement.
The MHRA, prior to reimbursing any organization or public
agency for technical assistance, shall require said organization or
agency to submit a statement signed by the recipient of such
assistance approving the reimbursement of the organization or
agency for such technical assistance. The MHRA may from time
to time declare any organization or public agency unqualified to
receive or participate in such reimbursement.
The sum of five hundred thousand dollars is hereby
appropriated from the General Fund of the Commonwealth and
made available to the MHRA for the purpose of providing
reimbursement for technical assistance as provided for herein.
Section 14. Advisory Committee. To assist the MHRA in
the discharge of its duties, the governor shall appoint from among
interested citizens of the commonwealth an advisory committee
of fifteen persons, including persons with experience or training
in urban renewal, building, social work, mortgage financing, the
municipal bond market, architecture, land use planning, and
municipal government. It shall be the role of the advisory

�
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525 committee to assist the MHRA and its staff in formulating
526 policies and procedures for the rehabilitation and stabilization
527 program contemplated by this act.
528
Members of the advisory committee shall receive no compensa-529 tion. They shall not be subject to the provisions of chapter thirty-530 one or chapter two hundred and sixty-eight A.
531
Section 15. Resident Ownership Subsidy Program. MHRA
i32 shall create and establish a special fund, herein referred to as the
T33 Resident Ownership Fund, and shall pay into such fund any
534 monies appropriated and made available by the commonwealth
535 and any grants or financial aids received from others for the
536 purposes of such fund. All monies held in the Resident
537 Ownership Fund shall be used solely to assist low income families
538 or persons receiving loans to be insured hereunder by providing
539 such families or persons a subsidy not to exceed the difference
540 between the amount required annually to pay interest and debt
541 service, real property taxes, fire insurance, reasonable manage-542 ment costs and reasonable maintenance costs on such dwelling
543 structure and twenty-five percent of such family or person’s
544 annual income.
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